SAFER, STRONGER,
STUNNING
RAILING
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INTEGRATED COMPOSITE RAILING SYSTEM

RapidRail™
with

technology

RapidRail™ bamboo composite railing offers long-lasting reliability and safety, and is designed to work with a variety of
decking materials and accessories. As its name suggests, RapidRail™ installs rapidly and easily using smart configurations
which reduce the number of connections required. Available in Infinity® capped bamboo composite, RapidRail™ offers
protection offers from insects, moisture issues, decay, harsh weather and stains.

RapidRail™ benefits

Low-maintenance

Environmentally
friendly

Weather
resistant

Rapid & easy
installation

Railing system break down
TOP RAIL
POST

Insect
resistant

Fully
customisable

Specifications
Eva-Last® has engineered RapidRailTM, an advanced capped

POST CAP

bamboo-plastic composite railing which protects the system

BALUSTERS

against the elements, resulting in a robust, beautiful and
long-lasting deck railing solution.

BOTTOM
RAIL
POST SKIRT

Post height

1180 mm

Length

1806 mm
Note: Post caps and skirting also available.

INSTALLATION STEPS
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Warning: watch your fingers.

Mount skirt into post sleeve
and slide post sleeve over selected
post substructure. Insert cap into post
sleeve top.

Composite post

Composite
rails

Bracket
screws

First insert the back leg of the cap
into the post sleeve at an angle. Then,
using both thumbs, simultaneously
depress the left and right legs until
they just slide into place. Finally, whilst
pushing the cap down, push the front
leg into place.

Rail
brackets

Composite
baluster

Fix rail to the post(s)
using the rail bracket(s). Place balusters
onto the bottom rail adaptors. Then
insert top rail adaptors into the
balusters. Finally, fix top rail to post(s)
with bracket(s).

Rail screws

Baluster
adaptors

Foot

Pre-assemble rails
with balusters adaptors.

Cap

Skirt

STEPS FOR PURCHASING A RAPIDRAILTM RAILING SYSTEM

Composite post sleeve kit

Product
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post
post
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Composite rail kit

Product

Product dimensions (mm)

Posts per box

102.5 x 102.5

1

Product length (mm)

Mass per box (kg)

1 180

5.1

Product dimensions (mm)

Rails per box

35 x 35

2

Product length (mm)

Mass per box (kg)

1 600

14.0

Product dimensions (mm)

Newels per box

38 x 89

11

Product length (mm)

Mass per box (kg)

870

12.4

Cap dimensions (mm)

Caps & skirts per box

121.5 x 121.5 x 24.5

1

Skirt dimensions (mm)

Mass per box (kg)

137.5 x 137.5 x 28.0

0.15

2 composite rails

Choose your
Choose your
rail kit B

2 composite
rails

32 bracket screws

4 rail
brackets

Composite newel kit

Product

11 composite balusters

1 composite rail support
(150 mm length)

Choose your
Choosekityour
baluster
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24 newel adaptor s

Composite cap and skirt kit

24 rail screws

Product

1 post

Choose your
Choose
cap and
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1 skirt

CHOOSE
SUSTAINABLE
DECKING

RENEWABLE RESOURCES & RENEWABLE ENERGY.

Made from recycled materials

We believe that how we manufacture is just as important as what we manufacture when
it comes to going green. That’s why we’ve traded in fossil fuels for renewable energy. Our
products are now manufactured using solar power. We are fully committed to bringing
you a product that’s holistically eco-conscious.
Each Eva-Last® range pairs recycled raw ingredients with bamboo for a stronger, more
sustainable composite. Bamboo rejuvenates over 30 times faster than traditional
hardwoods and it releases 35% more oxygen into our air. Eva-Last® is internationally
recognised for our commitment to the environment. We’re proud of the work we do to
promote environmental sustainability, and invite you to choose timber alternatives that
are gentle on the Earth.

No trees felled
No further treatment or toxic
chemicals required
Made using solar energy
Reduced impact on landfills
(Recyclable at the end of life)
Reduced carbon footprint
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